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Abstract. Much of today’s information architecture for enterprise tools is
organized in a complex and feature oriented way – frustrating the users and
requiring tons of learning to be efficient. We introduced a task taxonomy
research project that studied a few hundred database users to understand their
responsibilities, roles, and tasks. We created a task taxonomy model filled with
large quantitative data on tasks. We found task hierarchy emerged from the
model and it had a strong relationship with user roles – implying role-based
workspace design principles. With the task hierarchy data, the degree of rele-
vance of task hierarchy could be estimated and applied for enterprise informa-
tion architecture designs.
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1 Introduction

Much of today’s information architecture (IA) for enterprise server tools was organized
in a complex and feature oriented way. What the users were interacting with was
arranged by features or objects, in a manner that was easy to make but hard to use. For
years, customer feedback on our database management tools included features hard to
find, too many tools with similar functions, tools not integrated, difficult to customize
for different users, and unable to scale for managing thousands of servers.

In response, the ‘Task Taxonomy’ project was started in 2006. It was to present and
codify a view of database users’ entire task space and to discover user task patterns to
inform enterprise IA designs. In the following years, data on user roles, responsibilities
and tasks with task frequency, time on task, task difficulty and task importance mea-
sures were collected. The task data were analyzed and card-sorted into a rigorously
defined Task Taxonomy Model, and loaded into an OLAP data cubes for further
exploration.

2 Background: Task Taxonomy Project

After “Task Taxonomy” project was started, standardized data collection protocols and
measures were formulated and used. Over 500 database users from 240 companies
worldwide were interviewed with data collected on their roles, job responsibilities,
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tasks and pain points. For each task on which a user reported, measures on frequency
with which the task was performed, average time that the task takes, and ratings of
importance, complexity, and satisfaction (5-pt or 7-pt Likert scale) were collected
during the interview. Example tasks and associated metrics are shown in Fig. 1.

The task data collected from those 500 users was analyzed in two stages allowing
us to derive fuller value. The first stage was to construct a rigorously defined Task
Taxonomy model. The second was to use SQL Server’s Analysis Services to place the
data into OLAP cubes that could then be data-mined. As such, the project has gone
through a few activities of taxonomy literature research, data cleansing and card
sorting, and discussions with engineering program managers, architects and internal
experts to refine the Task Taxonomy model, data cube creation and finally insight
reporting.

3 Development of Task Taxonomy Model

A taxonomy is often simply defined as a “systematic classification of information” [1],
which operates as experts’ classification in industry practices. “Taxonomies can be
defined as sets of rules and principles to ensure consistent classification of data and
information into ordered categories, attempt to address the problem of information
overload. A good taxonomy will bring order and cohesiveness to information portals,
thereby speeding up relevant information retrieval and improving business efficiency”

Fig. 1. Example of a user reported responsibility and tasks
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[2]. “Taxonomies are the classification scheme used to categorize a set of information
items. They represent an agreed vocabulary of topics arranged around a particular
theme. … we typically encounter hierarchical taxonomies such as in libraries, biology,
or military organizations” [3]. These definitions match well with the classification
research found in library science [4].

In defining Task Taxonomy for this project, we combined those approaches as we
relied on both experts’ and users’ knowledge to define the task hierarchy reflected in
the database structure. We also set up rules and principles to ensure consistent clas-
sification of task information across various input sources.

3.1 Task Taxonomy Model

The database users’ task taxonomy model composes of task hierarchy, action-object
map, and perspectives (see Fig. 2). A user self-reported task is typically a node in the
tree of the task hierarchy - a tree of different levels of tasks following a set of hierarchy
rules [4]. A low level task can be mapped on to a database UI action-object
map. Perspectives such as related technologies, features, job roles, and lifecycle pro-
cesses are different angles of looking at (or associating with) certain parts of the task
hierarchy.

Task Hierarchy. User’s responsibility and task data were first categorized and mapped
to a task hierarchy given a set of strong hierarchy rules [4]:

Fig. 2. Task taxonomy model diagram
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• Inclusiveness: The top class is the most inclusive class and describes the domain of
the classification.

• “Is A” relationship: A sub-class task is a member of a top-class task.
• Inheritance: Attributes of top class tasks are inherited by the sub-class and

sub-sub-class tasks.
• Necessary and sufficient criteria: To belong to a class, a task must have the nec-

essary and sufficient attributes.

A few other strong hierarchy rules such as mutually exclusiveness were not fol-
lowed in this model as many user tasks can fall under more than one category as
database operational verbs were standardized to fewer common terms.

Action-Object Map. Each of the level 3 tasks in the task hierarchy can be mapped on
to an action-object map to bridge user tasks to the set of operations entailed. It can be a
one-to-one mapping or a one-to-many mapping if the task relates to more than one
action or set of objects.

An atomic level of a user task can be expressed as:

IfAction sð Þ X Object sð Þ ¼ Operation;

ThenN Operationð Þ ¼ A set or series of operations ¼ Task

Simplifying a task can involve simplifying actions and object pairings, and/or
reducing the number of each by creating macros and combinations of action-object
pairings.

The action-object map does not imply verb-object order in the sense of a UI.
Similar to the way you can use the active or passive voice, e.g., the ball was hit by the
boy, the boy hit the ball. The action-object map doesn’t informs task sequencing either
- whether the object is selected first and then the action is applied, or the action is
selected first and the object is applied.

To control the differences in the descriptions that participants used to describe their
tasks using natural language, we consolidated synonymous verbs. Verbs with the same
or similar meaning were consolidated as action synonyms (see Table 1).

The interaction of actions and objects forms the action-object map that can be
associated with a level-3 task (see Fig. 3). Given the nature of objects, not all actions
are applicable for all objects. For example, it doesn’t make sense to apply “connect” or
“disconnect” to objects such as stored procedures, types, rules, functions, or triggers.
As we observed, the density of an action-object map might grow or diminish over time,
as users’ tasks and technologies evolve.

Perspectives. Perspectives are aspects with which a task is associated, such as tech-
nology area, feature area, job role, lifecycle stages, company size, industry, and so on.
These perspectives are associated with different sets of tasks and objects/actions at
different levels, with different densities. For example, database administrator (DBA) is
a job role perspective whose task space is associated primarily with database man-
agement tasks and database server objects. A developer role may be associated with
database design, query, debugging, testing related tasks, actions and objects. Similarly,
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high availability is a feature area perspective and associates with database backup,
recovery, monitoring, performance management, troubleshooting and other related
tasks.

3.2 Task Taxonomy Data Cubes

The raw user task data were transformed into a set of standardized scales. For
inconsistent rating scales used by different researchers in earlier data collections,
7-point Likert scale was used. The frequency data were converted to the number of
occurrence for a year. Time on task were converted to hours. The raw data were then
mapped onto the task taxonomy model through assigning each data record to the task
hierarchy (if there is no existing record, a new level 1/2/3 task is created based on the
hierarchy rule). Then the level 3 task data was mapped to the action-object map. In the
meantime, the record was also tagged with perspectives. E.g., database backup was
tagged with DBA role, Windows Server platform, high availability feature area etc.

Table 1. Example of consolidated actions

Action name Action synonyms Paired with

Browse Drill down | Locate Search/Browse
Copy Replicate
Create Install | New | Design | Code Create/Remove

Fig. 3. A part of the Action-Object map
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After the mapping and tagging were complete, the entire database tables were
loaded to SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cubes. Task hierarchy, action-object
map, and perspective data were defined as dimensions. The task measures such as
ratings of importance, complexity, task frequency, and time on task were defined as
measures. The SSAS would then enable us to create pivot tables in MS-Excel to
explore the relationship among task measures and task dimensions.

4 Findings

4.1 Database Management Task Hierarchy

A task hierarchy was generated from the SSAS cubes. The level 1 tasks were defined
with SQL Server engineering architects and domain experts as four areas of user job
roles. As our study participants were mostly DBAs, the data distribution skewed
towards more database management tasks (83 % data points), less on application/BI
development and management (11 %), service lifecycle management (6 %), and almost
none on data consumption (0.1 %). Hence, we focused on database management tasks.

Under database management, twelve responsibility areas were classified as level 2
tasks: backup and recovery, data integration, database design, database maintenance,
database monitoring, performance management, security management, storage man-
agement, troubleshooting, metadata management, documentation and sharing, and
policy/compliance management (see Fig. 4).

Under each level 2 task, numerous level 3 tasks were classified. For example, under
backup and recovery, level 3 task could include database backup, disaster recover,
database restore, backup monitoring, maintenance plan and etc.

Fig. 4. Example of database management task hierarchy
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4.2 Task Hierarchy and Roles

Our early user interviews found that database user roles are heavily overlapped in small
businesses with a common notion of “I wear multiple hats – I do it all”. In large and
enterprise companies, user roles become more distinct, and tiers are created to meet the
business workload needs. Research shows that in even in these environments, however,
roles expand and change, overlap, get delegated across individuals, and differ greatly
from company to company. This has implications for the way we construct our UIs,
information architectures, roles and permissions, and delegation models.

Role Differentiation: Fig. 5 shows the responsibility areas that are covered by dif-
ferent roles. “DBA” as a general database role covers almost the entire responsibilities
area. However, the general DBA role could split into multiple roles such as Applica-
tion DBA, System DBA, Data Warehouse DBA, BI DBA in larger firms. The splitting
of a big DBA role implies the shift of responsibility focuses - from covering the broad
area of responsibilities to focusing on a smaller set of specialized responsibilities. For
instance, System DBAs are responsible for troubleshooting, database deployment, and
monitoring and maintenance tasks at the Operating System level. Many BI or Data
Warehouse DBAs roles are generated (mostly from senior DBAs) in companies where
large BI systems are deployed.

Role Stratification: DBAs at different tiers working at different tactical-strategic levels
are common in many enterprise companies, especially in companies which have out-
sourced their tier-1 support. Indirectly, Fig. 5 provides comparative information on
role-responsibility mapping among DBAs, DBA managers, and DATABASE Archi-

tects. As DBAs move up the ladder from senior DBA to DBA Managers, and to DBA
Architects, their responsibilities shift from working at the tactical level to strategic
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Fig. 5. The coverage of responsibilities and tasks by database user roles
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planning, design, performance, and data quality and data integration related
responsibilities.

4.3 Task Hierarchy and Degree of Relevance

The data cubes provides relevant measures on task hierarchy and perspectives from the
task measures collected. The aggregated importance rating and frequency provided a
good estimate of how relevant of a lower level task to its higher level task and to a
particular perspective such as a job role (see Table 2). For example, under level 2 -
performance management, relevant tasks include performance monitoring, performance
tuning, profiler tracing, and troubleshooting. This could be further traced down to the
action-object level. Relevant objects include performance data, performance plans,
queries, stored procedures, user databases, and server instances. Relevant actions
include tune, monitor, trace, debug, and check or review (see Table 3).

5 Implications and Applications

5.1 Information Architecture Design Constructs

The task taxonomy model has provided instruments for defining database enterprise
system IA. The task hierarchy and its interaction with different perspectives such as job
roles reflects the ways how the users structure, slice and dice their work towards
achieving different goals. Level 1 tasks represent different job roles and therefore
correspond to different tools or applications that are designed for those roles. Level 2
tasks of responsibilities represent the clustering of users’ common goals in dealing with
the same set of objects in the same context. They are the workspaces inside the tool for
a particular user role. The responsibilities are similar to the user goals described in
Goal-Directed Design by Cooper et al. [5].

Design Role-Based Workspace as Distinct Interface for Best Fulfilling Responsi-
bilities. In UI design, a responsibility can be supported through a common workspace.
For example, database design is a major responsibility for DBAs, DB Architects, and
DB Developers. Database objects include servers, databases, tables, and foreign rela-
tionships. A database design workspace serves a common goal to monitor, create, and
update all those objects. However, roles with the same responsibility may have dif-
ferent focuses. The workspace should be optimized for different tasks for each role. Of
course, different roles may have different set of workspaces.

Optimize for Personalized Views to Support Role Differentiation. For database
design tasks, DB architects care more about logical designs but DBAs care about how
to implement it. DB architects are required of a deep understanding of business
requirements, technology, and resources to create an appropriate logical design.
In contrast, DBAs may care more about the physical implementation. Therefore, DB
Architects and DBAs need different focal views when dealing with different forms of
database design.
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Provide Relevant Task and Actions in the Context. In database administration, team
communication, project versioning, documentation, guidelines, script library, and
templates are critical for the job. These should be designed in the context of the
corresponding workspace and tasks.

Balance the Focal Views and Context Using Relevance Measures. The task mea-
sures provide comparative weights for any workspace, tasks, and UI objects and
actions. In performance monitoring workspace, database availability and response
latency are the primary goals. They should be designed as the focal view whereas
performance guidelines should be minimized in its context.

Table 2. Examples of tasks and task measures for degree of relevance

Task hierarchy Importance Frequency Time on
task

Satisfaction

Level 1 - Database Management 6.30 3.79 6.96 4.73
Level 2 - Policy/Compliance
Management

7.00 5.00 2.00 1.00

Level 2 - Backup, Recovery, High
Availability

6.83 3.76 7.48 5.39

Level 3 - Monitoring Backups 7.00 4.80 1.67 6.00
Level 3 - Test Or Check Backup 7.00 4.67 4.00 5.50
Level 3 - Review
Backup/Recovery

7.00 3.50 2.25 3.25

Level 3 - Test Failover 7.00 3.00 3.00 7.00
Level 3 - Test Recoverability 7.00 3.00 3.00 3.63
Level 3 - Database Recovery 7.00 2.50 3.17 5.50
Level 3 - Log Shipping 7.00 2.00 6.00 5.50
Level 3 - Database Restore 6.86 3.55 2.17 5.00
Level 3 - Database Backup 6.84 4.35 1.80 5.45
Level 3 - Setup
Backup/Maintenance Plan

6.83 2.78 28.56 6.00

Level 3 - Disaster Recovery 6.67 3.67 15.50 6.50
Level 3 - HA Maintenance 6.63 1.00 80.00 4.00
Level 3 - Maintain Backup Restore 4.00 4.00 0.17 5.50
Level 2 - Monitoring 6.65 4.23 2.38 4.81
Level 2 - Security Management 6.58 3.53 1.15 3.86
Level 2 - Maintenance 6.57 4.74 1.88 5.44
Level 2 - Data Integration 6.45 3.65 6.05 4.36
Level 2 - Database Design 6.37 3.82 11.13 4.70
Level 2 - Documentation &
Sharing

6.20 3.33 6.59 3.68

Level 2 - Performance
Management

5.92 3.69 5.48 4.78

Level 2 - Troubleshooting 5.40 3.82 2.64 4.26
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5.2 An Extended Framework to Goal-Directed Design

Goal-Directed Design [5] has a simple premise: “If we design and construct products in
such a way that the people who use them achieve their goals, these people will be
satisfied, effective, and happy and will gladly pay …, translate into business success”
(page 3). It differentiates goals from tasks or activities that “a goal is an expectation of
an end condition, whereas both activities and tasks are intermediate steps…” and goals
are “driven by human motivation, they change very slowly … over time” (page 15).
Goal-Directed Design draws a direct line between a user’s initial state and the end state
of the objectives he or she wants to achieve, eliminating the noise from other aspects
such as activities, tasks, technologies, or solutions.

When come to IA design, the task taxonomy model leads us to focus on user goals
using quantitative data – inducing user goals through the task hierarchy, action-object
map, with relevance measures, and placing the user goals in the multi-user,
multi-group, multi-purpose, and collaborative context. As shown in Fig. 6, the level 2
responsibilities in the task hierarchy represent clusters of users’ common goals and
should be designed as workspaces in the UI. The level 3 tasks represent the individual’s
long term goals within that responsibility. Therefore, when a large amount of user
task data were collected and degree of relevance of each task were calculated,
the workspaces could be organized and personalized as high level navigation nodes for
each user role to better fulfill that responsibility. Within that workspace, the focal views
could be designed as the evolving user needs for the most important and frequent tasks.
Many supportive tasks would be designed as its context.

Table 3. Example of relevant tasks, objects and actions under L1 database management

L2 Responsibility L3 Relevant tasks Relevant objects Relevant actions

Performance
management

Performance
monitoring

Performance data Tune

Performance tuning Performance plan Monitor
Profiler tracing Stored Procedure or

query
Trace

Troubleshooting Server instance Debug or
troubleshoot

Tuning codes User databases Check or review
Maintain
performance

Database server Create

Performance Views Design
assessment Indexes Maintain
Query performance Programmability Find
File management objects Test

Tables Upgrade
Design, models Measure

Run
View
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5.3 Design Illustration

To illustrate the idea, Fig. 7 shows the use of the task data to design a database
management IA. For a DBA role such as a production DBA, the enterprise database
management tool is customized with fewer workspaces that are optimized for his/her
job. Within the Backup and Recovery workspace, a navigation structure with focal
views and personalized views provides a quick access to the important backup jobs,
backups and schedules. In the context, tasks/scripts, disaster recovery solutions, and
others are designed as context views – context sensitive to the active focal view.
Switching over to the performance workspace, he/she may see performance monitoring
meters, gauges, alerts and recommended actions with backup and recovery tasks in its
context.

Fig. 6. Extended Framework of applying task taxonomy model in IA design

Fig. 7. Illustration of applying task taxonomy model and data to enterprise database
management tool design. Note: the design was only an illustration of the extended task
taxonomy design framework. It was not designed for any potential or future Microsoft products.
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6 Summary

From features-driven to Goals-Directed design, from easy-to-make to easy-to-use, the
shift into a user centered design culture is critical to user satisfaction, customer loyalty
and product success. Such a shift requires a re-thinking of our product design and
development processes, attention to the overall user experience, and the dedication to a
comprehensive understanding of user’s responsibilities, tasks and organizational con-
text, as well as their personality and emotion aspects if possible.

In this project, the task taxonomy model and task data provide clear underpinnings
for planning and designing an enterprise IA, and for sorting out the complex rela-
tionships among individual and team goals and responsibilities. It is an extension and
quantification of Goal-Directed Design. Placing users in a goal-structured workspace
can reduce the costs and shorten the time required for training during role shifts and
transitions, and drive team collaboration. Our recent dashboard and role-based designs
on enterprise management tools have shown greater usability and higher customer
satisfaction – partially attributing to this project.
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